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Wave Country 

"Wet, Wild Fun"

When the mercury rises and the temperature makes you sizzle under the

collar, head for Wave Country. It features a number of water slides and a

wave machine that creates surf up to four-feet high. There is no better

way to cool off on a hot day. The park also has picnic areas and additional

recreation space for kids to toss a baseball or Frisbee when the water fun

is finished. Admission: $8 for 13 and older, $7 for 12 and younger, 4 and

under is free. Free parking. Rental Floats $4.

 +1 615 885 1052  www.nashville.gov/Parks-

and-Recreation/Water-Acti

vities/Wave-Country.aspx

 matt.oberbreckling@nashvi

lle.gov

 2320 Two Rivers Parkway,

Nashville TN
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Percy Priest 

"Local Reservoir"

This serene 42 mile long, 14,000 acre lake was created thanks to the J.

Percy Priest Dam, completed in 1968. A convenient 15 minute drive from

downtown Nashville makes this lake popular among outdoor enthusiasts.

The vast array of recreational activities include boating, fishing,

swimming, camping, hiking, biking, horse back riding and much, much

more. With marinas located around the lake, boaters will find easy access

to the water.

 www.percypriestlake.org/  Off of Old Hickory Boulevard, Nashville TN

 by dozier.donald   

Tip-a-Canoe 

"Scenic Excursions On The Harpeth River"

Just north of Nashville in Kingston Springs is the winding Harpeth River.

Enjoy this natural waterway and the wildlife that lives in the protected

reserve along its banks by canoe. At Tip-a-Canoe, paddlers can get in the

water at a reasonable price for a four hour trip. Pack a lunch, grab some

friends, and make a day of it. A shuttle will transport you and your party to

and from the launch area.

 +1 615 254 0836  tip-a-

canoe.com/index.html

 info@tip-a-canoe.com  1279 Highway 70, Kingston

Springs TN
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